talk your head off
ATD is a successful series of moderated discussion sessions.
Participants talk about a variety of issues and subjects practicing their
speaking and listening skills as well as focusing on theme-oriented
language and vocabulary.
Discussions are moderated by a professional teacher with proficiencylevel English mastery and a natural accent who will help bring out the
best in every participant.

With Ebrahim Tahasoni

ATD classes are only available to learners who are already at minimum
upper-intermediate level to ensure the coherence of the class.
Students studying at upper-intermediate, FCE, advanced, CAE,
proficiency and CPE levels at English schools are welcome as are those
with an IELTS speaking band of 7 or higher.

a professional moderator
Ebrahim Tahasoni is a certified English
instructor with over ten years of experience in
teaching, course design and materials
development.
His ATD courses have been one of the
most successful discussion classes in
Mashhad and attracted intermediate and
advanced users of English over the past
year.
He chiefly speaks British English but also has
command over a variety of other standard
accents including American, Australian and
Indian.

If you are an in-service teacher looking forward to practicing your
English at higher levels, you will definitely find ATD the proper place for
that!

original ideas

Ten sessions of moderated
English discussion for upperintermediate, advanced and
proficiency users of English
No Textbooks; All Original
Topics!

Need more information?
Call/text 0915.803.4770 or write and email
to ebi@tahasoni.com

All ATD worksheets have been designed from scratch and are set to
the concerns and needs of the Iranian learner. They can be
accessed at www.tahasoni.co/atd.
Topics range from personal concepts like adventurism to
social issues like people’s attitudes towards work to abstract
ideas like the anticipation of a grim future for the world.
Students will receive worksheets
a week in advance to study and
develop ideas to discuss with
their peers.

language focus
New and interesting language points are
always appreciated in discussion classes.
Therefore, ATD courses emphasize the
use of proper and accurate English
promoting vocabulary learning and
cultural exposure to the language.
Some of the worksheets include
idiomatic language and new words
related to the topic and you are
encouraged to study a variety of
resources, online and offline, to gather
ideas as well as words or expressions to
use when discussing your opinions.

 Course begins Ordibehesht 2nd
 Tuition per participant: 80000 tomans

